Cold Tolerant plant varieties

Cold tolerant plants are defined as plants that can withstand chill stress in a
temperature between 32∙-59∙. Do not confuse this with frost tolerance! Frost
stress occurs when temperatures drop below 32∙, and ice forms on the leaves. This
can cause permanent damage. Our early Spring plants go through a “hardening
off” process before being left out overnight. Hardening off is when you acclimate
plants to the cooler, outdoor temperatures. An easy method to harden off your
annuals is to take them outside once the temperature reaches above 45∙ in the
daytime, and leave them outside for a few hours every day, gradually increasing
their time outside. Make sure to bring your plants back inside for the first 5
nights or until the nighttime temperature stays above 45°. Here is a list of our
favorite cold tolerant annual flowering plants, for those that want to get started a
little early in your plantings. You can get these varieties out earlier than most, for
some color in your flower beds or containers!
Pansy
Pansies are always one of the most recognizable cold tolerant
varieties of annuals. When you think of Spring or Easter, you
almost always think of Pansies. They love cool weather and
are one of the first annuals that we take in and out of the
greenhouses to begin the hardening off process. They are the
most cold loving of all annuals, and sometimes even winter
over. They tend to decrease blooming and growth through the hot months of
summer. This is when you want to cut them back and let them recharge for fall
blooms.

Dianthus
DianthusDianthus are a tough little plant that are able to keep
blooming even after a light frost. They prefer the cooler
temperatures and their blooms slow down once summer
approaches but will pick up again when the fall weather arrives.
They often reseed themselves and return each year. There are
hardy perennial varieties as well.

Petunias
Petunias seem to flourish no matter what the temperature is,
but they actually do their best when temperatures are on the
cooler side. Petunias come in many shapes and color varieties.
Their bold blooms add so much color to any garden space or
containers.

Dusty Miller
Dusty Millers are a very versatile plant. Not only are they
cold tolerant, they are also drought, deer and disease
resistant. They are perfect for garden beds or as a filler
plant for your containers. Their silvery leaves compliment
any color combination and add dimension to your garden
space.

Geraniums
When I think of Geraniums I think fondly of my mother. This was
always one of her must have flowers around the farm and in
her containers. The thick leathery leaves on Geraniums help
them do well in cooler temperatures and they come in an array
of bright colors.

Snapdragon
Snapdragons prefer it chilly and there are so many different
varieties it’s easy to pick a color that you’ll fall in love with.
Snapdragons are sometimes perennial! But because of the
winter climate in Ohio, they are often grown as annuals and
discarded at the end of the growing season. If you leave them in
the bed long enough they may actually self seed and regrow
the following year.

Sweet Alyssum
Sweet Alyssum is the perfect little white flower! This tiny but
mighty plant will really take off in your garden if planted at the
right time. Sweet Alyssum likes the cooler temperatures and will
actually do better if planted early and given time to root in before the hotter
temperatures take hold.

